
 
Second Sunday of Easter--"B" Cycle--2021--St. Leonard, 10:30 & online 

Acts 4:32-35;  Psalm 118:2-4,13-15,22-24;  1 John 5:1-6;  John 20:19-31 
 
    A.  In a philosophy class, the professor was very insistent about the folly of the whole idea of "God." 

While he was holding forth, one of the boys in the class was eating an orange right under the 
professor's nose while taking in all that the professor was saying. At the end of the discussion, 
the professor, with a gleeful look of great satisfaction, asked his students whether anyone had 
anything to add to what he had said. Very promptly this student, who had just finished licking the 
final bit of juice off his fingers, popped up and asked the professor: "Sir, wasn't that orange simply 
scrumptious!". The professor turned all the colors of the rainbow. He was furious and yelled at the 
student: "How do I know, you imbecile, you ate the orange not me. How can I tell the taste of 
something I did not eat?!!" The whole class laughed- but the student, quite undeterred, spoke up 
and said: "Exactly my point, sir; how then can you speak of God whom you have never known or 
experienced, when I have known Him and experienced Him and I can tell you that He exists, 
beyond a shadow of doubt."--Anonymous –Kayala blog 

 
II.  Alternate Reality 
    A.  I share that story to suggest that debating whether the Resurrection actually happened or what it 

was like can be futile. People who start with the idea that nothing exists that can’t be proven by 
our current scientific tools are not very open to the idea of God, much less the Resurrection. 
Some teachers in our local schools convince our students that God cannot exist because nothing 
exists that cannot be proven by science. It’s improper for them to teach that way, of course, and 
it’s also radically untrue. 

 
    B.  Dr. John Pilch suggests why it is hard for most Westerners to deal with such realities. “Ninety 

percent of the world’s cultures normally and routinely experience altered states of consciousness; 
that is, they get a glimpse of an alternate reality that is richer than the reality they experience 
most often. 
“Eighty percent of the Mediterranean societies investigated by researchers, including the 
Hebrews, Greeks, and ancient Egyptians, have had these same experiences. 
“Physician-anthropologists observe that Western societies in general, and the United States in 
particular, appear to have successfully blocked out this normal human capability. . . . 
“Since the experience of alternate reality is normal and common in Mediterranean societies, it is 
possible that those who saw the risen Jesus experienced him in an altered state of 
consciousness. They caught a glimpse of risen life, a reality that truly exists and includes much 
more than does ordinary human consciousness. 
“The function of such experiences in the Mediterranean world is to guide people through 
otherwise insoluble difficulties and problems. When in doubt about a course of action, or the 
proper solution to a problem, Mediterranean people seek help and enlightenment in alternate 
reality. They know how to enter and exit this dimension of human experience as easily as 
Westerners know how to drive a car, program VCRs, and enjoy their CDs.” (liturgy.slu.edu, 
4/11/2021) Those last examples are a bit dated, because Pilch died some years ago, but his 
words remind us that for all our technological abilities, we may be missing a significant part of 
reality. 

 
    C.  Fr. Richard Rohr points out that science might even be catching up to faith in some ways: “The 

mystery of resurrection is first of all the constant and universal pattern, which is then made 
dramatic, daring and trustful in the personal body of Jesus! Science is now helping us to think this 
way. I am told, for example, that there are the same number of atoms in the universe that there 
were five seconds after the Big Bang happened approximately 13.8 billion years ago. They just 
keep playing musical chairs and by all evidence — at ever higher levels of complexity and 
consciousness. . . . 
 
 



“Nothing is the same forever, says modern science. Ninety-eight percent of our bodies' atoms are 
replaced every year. Geologists with good evidence over millennia can prove that no landscape is 
permanent. Water, fog, steam and ice are all the same thing, but at different stages and 
temperatures. The preface to the Catholic funeral liturgy says, "Life is not ended, it is merely 
changed." Science is now giving us a very helpful language for what religion rightly intuited and 
imaged, albeit in mythological language. Remember, myth does not mean "not true," which is the 
common misunderstanding, but it actually refers to things that are always true!” (NCR, Soul 
Seeing for Lent, March 31, 2021) 

 
III.  Transformed into New Life 
    A.  Pilch and Rohr both remind us that reality is much broader than we usually think. Pilch suggests 

that the disciples experienced an “alternate reality.” Rohr seems to go a bit further and suggests 
that the resurrected Jesus has become a new reality, a new form of existence. The Risen One is 
both the same and yet different than the pre-Resurrection Jesus. That’s why the disciples had a 
hard time recognizing him. 

 
    B.  However we try to explain it, the Resurrection is a transformation. And what is most important for 

us is that this transformation is supposed to happen to us, too. I suggested on Easter Sunday that 
Lent is intended to deliver us to Easter transformed, changed, renewed. The Resurrection points 
the way to a transformed and renewed society, too, and calls us to work for that transformation. If 
we open ourselves to the deeper realm of existence, to the broader reality that the Resurrection 
reveals, then we will continue to be transformed by God’s Spirit as we move through this fifty-day 
feast of Easter. 

 
    C.  Our first reading reveals the effects of the Spirit on the early Christian community: “The community 

of believers was of one heart and mind, and no one claimed that any of his possessions was his 
own, but they had everything in common. With great power the apostles bore witness to the 
resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and great favor was accorded them all. There was no needy 
person among them” Doesn’t that sound like a transformed society? Can you imagine people 
today living together and sharing so freely? It was the Holy Spirit that made it possible. 

 
IV.  Embracing Transformation 
    A.  The transformation that Easter offers us is really a return to our beginning. Fr. Mark Suslenko 

writes: “When God fashioned us in our mothers’ wombs, there was a holy and sacred meeting. It 
was sealed with a divine kiss. At that meeting, God instilled His very presence within us and gave 
us a name known to none other. It is not our earthly name, but our divine one. This name claims 
us as one who is special and chosen in God’s eyes. Can’t you see how really accepting and 
embracing this truth can change the whole business of our lives? Nothing is the same and all has 
greater depth and meaning.” (“It’s a Game Changer,” 4lpi.com, 4-4-21) 

 
    B.  The transformation we seek is simply to become who we are at the deepest level of our being—

beloved children of God filled with the power of the Holy Spirit.  
 
V.  Conclusion 
    A.  The fifty days of Easter are designated as the time for mystagogy, both for the newly baptized and 

for all of us. That term basically means deepening our awareness of our true identity as baptized 
members of the Risen Christ, learning more deeply what that means for our lives. 

 
    B.  Don’t think that Easter is over because the candy is all gone already. Easter has just begun. Let 

these weeks be a time to reflect on and embrace our deepest identity that Christ has revealed. 
Let the power of God’s love fill you with joy and flow through you to all those around you.  

 
    C.  Just as God breathed the spirit of life into Adam in the garden of Eden, Jesus breathes the Holy 

Spirit into the disciples in that upper room, and they were recreated. Let that same Spirit remake 
you into a new person, too. Happy Easter! 
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